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Purpose of Contest 
The Southeastern Alliance of Leather Weekend serves three distinct purposes to the southeast leather 

community: 

1. Provide a fun and unique social and educational experience to the southeast leather and BDSM 

community as a whole. Historically, contests such as Southeastern Alliance of Leather have been 

established to bring the community together. In that spirit these contest exists to allow new 

connections to be built and to educate the community on resources while providing an outlet to 

share common interests. 

2. Select a representative of the southeast leather and BDSM communities to represent at events, 

contests and throughout our community during their title year.  

3. Educate contestants and the public about the importance of events, such as the Southeastern 

Alliance of Leather Weekend, in building and supporting a stronger community identity with 

shared interests and ideals. This is done through open-to-the-public educational opportunities 

leading up to the contest, educational opportunities at the event itself and explicitly sharing 

contest goals and judging criteria during the contest in order to build enthusiasm around the titles 

and their potential for the community. 

Contestant Resources 
Southeastern Alliance of Leather is a players event, both for the general community and the contestants. 

It is not unreasonable to expect that many who enter this contest have never competed in a similar event 

before, although they may have witnessed similar events taking place. Not only does it take courage to 

get up on stage and be judged by your peers: the lack of knowledge and experience can make it difficult 

to contemplate submitting the application. Our contestants provide a peek into our future, and we all 

have a stake in helping them succeed. Whether a contestant wins or never wins, their enthusiasm and our 

passion in their success are a powerful community driver. Without aspirations and gumption to follow 

through on them, our community would potentially be devoid of leadership to make events and 

gatherings happen. 

Pre-Contest Coaching and Preparation  
Southeastern Alliance of Leather Weekend wants all of the contestants to have a great weekend and an 

enjoyable experience while competing at the event. We also want our contestants to have equal access 

to help them prepare for these regional level contest. To that extent we have a secret group that all 

contestants will be added to once they have submitted their application and fee. The group provides 

resources to help them prepare for the contest. Resources include, but not limited to; bios of all the 

judges, past titleholders, history of the event, etc. Additionally, contestants within the group will also have 

access to our contestant coordinator who will help answer questions and help contestants prepare for a 

successful weekend.  

Den Staff 
Like many other contests, we have a person assigned to chaperone our contestants, and help take care of 

any last minute issues. The Den Daddy will be there to assist the contestants in getting where they need 

to be when they need to be there, wearing what they need to wear, as well as providing last minute advice 

and behind-the-scenes support to those competing. The den daddy a will be introduced to the contestants 

after the application deadline has passed to help answer any questions and provide insight on preparing. 
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Contestant Prerequesites 
To participate in the Southeastern Alliance of Leather Weekend, you must first meet the following criteria. 

1. Must be at least twenty-one (21) years of age on or before the first day of the contest. 

2. Currently reside in the states of the Southeastern Alliance of Leather Weekend Contest and have 

for six months leading up to the contest.  

 

3. Have a basket that will be auctioned off to benefit the travel fund with a minimum retail value of 

$75.00. 

4. Check the Application for the title that you are wanting to compete, to make sure there are no 

additional requirements.   

5. Agree to participate in all contest categories while conforming to all state and local regulations 

pertaining to nudity and obscenity in the venues. 

6. Permit photography or other recordings of themselves for use in promotion of the Southeastern 

Alliance of Leather Weekend for both current and future events. 

7. Own all gear worn during the contest. 

8. Represent the Southeastern Alliance of Leather titles for the title year following the contest and 

abide by the expectations in this document. 

Contest Components  
Each contestant of the Southeastern Alliance of Leather Weekend will be judged in different components. 

Besides the judging criteria below, any component of the contest may have points deducted by the judges 

for tardiness, un-sportsmanlike or generally egregious behavior. 

Single Title Entry: If a title only has one (1) person competing, then they 

must score at least seventy-five (75) percent or higher of the total 

number of points, or the title will not be awarded. 

Running for these titles: Southeast LeatherSIR/Leatherboy/Ms Southeast 

LeatherPride 

 

Bar Talk & Lifestyle 
A general segment comprised of evaluation of the contestant from the time the contestant is introduced 

to the public Friday evening until the beginning of the on-stage contest Saturday evening. Judges will 

award points based on their opinions of how each contestant behaves and interacts socially with the 

community and judges. 

Interviews 
An opportunity for the judges to directly assess the aptitude, capabilities and potential of the contestant 

to fulfill the role of title holder. Each contestant will be presented to the judging panel for a public 15-

minute interview. The head judge and if necessary the Producer will moderate the interview, ensuring 

each judge is given an opportunity to ask questions and intervening if any question is deemed 
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inappropriate. All contestants will be in the vicinity during the interview process so that they may be 

recalled for further questions if necessary. 

Formal Image & Speech 
Speech is an opportunity for the contestant to share something they are passionate about with their 

community. Judges will award points based on speech content and delivery. The speech should last 

between ninety (90) and one hundred and twenty (120) seconds, running over will incur an automatic 

10% penalty for points awarded in the category (ex. 70 points awarded will have 7 points deducted,) 

however the contestant will not be stopped once the time has expired.  

Pop Question 
Contestants will randomly draw a question that has been pre-written, which will be a funny question. The 

contestant will read the question to themselves, and then hand the question to over the emcee. The 

emcee will read the question out load to the judges and to the audience. This category is looking for quick, 

witty remarks. Normally the answer from the contestant would be humorous. 

Fantasy 
This should be a fun category for contestants. Show us that makes you hot, bother, and makes you want 

to get off! A lot successful fantasies often involved humor. When you are putting together your fantasy, 

you need to have a beginning, middle, and end. Judges will be looking at creativity, use or props, 

originality, etc. You are allowed to a maximum of two (2) assistants on stage, plus yourself, give you an 

absolute maximum of three (3) people on stage for your fantasy. Due to this being a private event, nudity 

may be allowed during the fantasy.  You have a maximum time limit of five (5) minutes, should you do 

over, there will be a penalty of ten percent (10%) deducted from your final category score by the 

tallymasters. The judges’ assistant will time the fantasies and notify the head judge of the fantasy run 

time. 

Hot Wear/Jock/Exotic Wear 
Depending on the contest, this category has a few different names. However, ultimately this category is 

about the contestant being comfortable in their own skin. It is about makes you feel like a strong, 

confident in your own skin. You may as little or as want, again since we are in a private club at a time that 

is not open to the public, a stap up the ass crack is not required.  

Running for these titles: Southeast Puppy & Trainer 
 

Bar Talk & Lifestyle 
A general segment comprised of evaluation of the contestant from the time the contestant is introduced 

to the public Friday evening until the beginning of the on-stage contest Saturday evening. Judges will 

award points based on their opinions of how each contestant behaves and interacts socially with the 

community and judges. 
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Interviews 
An opportunity for the judges to directly assess the aptitude, capabilities and potential of the contestant 

to fulfill the role of title holder. Each contestant will be presented to the judging panel for a public 15-

minute interview. The head judge and if necessary the Producer will moderate the interview, ensuring 

each judge is given an opportunity to ask questions and intervening if any question is deemed 

inappropriate. All contestants will be in the vicinity during the interview process so that they may be 

recalled for further questions if necessary. 

 

Formal Image & Speech 
Speech is an opportunity for the contestant to share something they are passionate about with their 

community. Judges will award points based on speech content and delivery. The speech should last 

between ninety (90) and one hundred and twenty (120) seconds, running over will incur an automatic 

10% penalty for points awarded in the category (ex. 70 points awarded will have 7 points deducted,) 

however the contestant will not be stopped once the time has expired.  

Pop Question 
Contestants will randomly draw a question that has been pre-written, which will be a funny question. The 

contestant will read the question to themselves, and then hand the question to over the emcee. The 

emcee will read the question out load to the judges and to the audience. This category is looking for quick, 

witty remarks. Normally the answer from the contestant would be humorous. 

Fantasy 
This should be a fun category for contestants. Show us that makes you hot, bother, and makes you want 

to get off! A lot successful fantasies often involved humor. When you are putting together your fantasy, 

you need to have a beginning, middle, and end. Judges will be looking at creativity, use or props, 

originality, etc.  You are allowed to a maximum of two (2) assistants on stage, plus yourself, give you an 

absolute maximum of three (3) people on stage for your fantasy. Due to this being a private event, nudity 

may be allowed during the fantasy.  You have a maximum time limit of five (5) minutes, should you do 

over, there will be a penalty of ten percent (10%) deducted from your final category score by the 

tallymasters. The judges’ assistant will time the fantasies and notify the head judge of the fantasy run 

time. 

Puppy Play 
This is category is judged during the puppy most at the meet and greet. This category is show the dynamic 

between the puppy and the Handler/Trainer. Is the trainer looking at the other pups to make sure they 

are moshing safely? Is he offering water to the pups? Are the pups wearing mosh safe gear, if they are 

wearing gear? How is the pup/Trainer dynamic, does it appear natural or forced? **NOTE:** Judges may 

interact with puppy contestant, however, they must keep it above board. 
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Running for this title: Southeast Community Bootblack 

Bar Talk & Lifestyle 
A general segment comprised of evaluation of the contestant from the time the contestant is introduced 

to the public Friday evening until the beginning of the on-stage contest Saturday evening. Judges will 

award points based on their opinions of how each contestant behaves and interacts socially with the 

community and judges. 

Interviews & Personal Image 
An opportunity for the judges to directly assess the aptitude, capabilities and potential of the contestant 

to fulfill the role of title holder. Each contestant will be presented to the judging panel for a public 15-

minute interview. The head judge and if necessary the Producer will moderate the interview, ensuring 

each judge is given an opportunity to ask questions and intervening if any question is deemed 

inappropriate. All contestants will be in the vicinity during the interview process so that they may be 

recalled for further questions if necessary. 

Formal Image & Speech 
Speech is an opportunity for the contestant to share something they are passionate about with their 

community. Judges will award points based on speech content and delivery. The speech should last 

between ninety (90) and one hundred and twenty (120) seconds, running over will incur an automatic 

10% penalty for points awarded in the category (ex. 70 points awarded will have 7 points deducted,) 

however the contestant will not be stopped once the time has expired.  

Pop Question 
Contestants will randomly draw a question that has been pre-written, which will be a funny question. The 

contestant will read the question to themselves, and then hand the question to over the emcee. The 

emcee will read the question out load to the judges and to the audience. This category is looking for quick, 

witty remarks. Normally the answer from the contestant would be humorous. 

Technical Interview & Technical Boot Presentation 
Contestants will chose draw numbers, which have been assigned to various different technical boots. 

Contestants will then make a decision if they will be doing the Right or Left but, but all contestants will do 

the same (all Left or All Right). Contestant will be given forty-five (45) minutes to make the boot shine and 

do repairs as they can, however a clean boot is still key. After the forty-five (45) minute time period has 

elapsed, they will be given fifteen (15) minutes to write down there process. The panel then will judge all 

tech boots in a blind judging session for the Tech Boot Presentation score. After the part if completed, 

each bootblack contestant will be brought back in front of the judging panel to answer questions about 

the boot that they actually had to complete. Judges will see the before boot to compare it to the boot the 

contestant completed. 
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Judging Method 
Each year, a panel of judges is selected by the Producer. All efforts will be made to make the panel as 

diverse as our community. The judges will have knowledge and experience that help make them qualified 

to subjectively judge the contestants. A head judge is assigned to lead the group and moderate the 

necessary segments. The head judge will also have the responsibility to ensure that the panel is following 

guidelines spelled out by the contest, both explicitly and in the spirit of the contest and title. If necessary, 

the head judge will bring any concerns or request for clarification to the Producer. Every judge is not just 

assigning a score to a contestant, but also actively providing notes on what went well and what can be 

improved upon for next time. 

Contestants are encouraged to get to know the judges, and interact with them, however contestants shall 

be prohibited from having private meetings or engaging in any sexual activity or play scene with the judges 

prior to the announcement of the contest results. To help avoid accidental violation of this policy 

contestants and judges must display their ID badges at all times during the contest weekend. Once the 

judges have been announced, contestants are actively encouraged to research there judges as well. Often 

times a judge will ask the question “What is something about you me, that is NOT in my bio.” 

Olympic Scoring will be used to determine final scores and placement of contestants. In Olympic Scoring, 

high and low scores for each contestant, in each category, is dropped with the remaining scores totaled 

for each contestant. The contestant with the highest point score will be declared the winner, and the 

second highest contestant declared runner-up. Additionally, total scores must be above 70% of available 

points in order for a winner or runner-up to be declared as long as there is a minimum of two contestants 

for that title. However, if there is only one contestant running for a title, then they must score at least 

75% of the total available points in order to win the title. In the event of a tie, the high and low scores will 

be added back into each category to determine the winner. In the very unlikely event there is still a tie, 

the tally masters shall oversee a judges’ secret ballot to determine the winner. 

Scoring will be tabulated by two tally masters (two members of the community who will individually 

tabulate the scores and confirm each other’s work). These two have the somewhat tedious job of 

evaluating and requesting clarification on judges scoring sheets, adding up and determining the 

component and final scores while maintaining full confidentiality of the running totals.  

Expectations of the Winner 
The primary responsibility of the winners of the Southeastern Alliance of Leather titles is to build and 

maintain a positive and respectful image of the contest as well as the southeast leather and BDSM 

community. Tarnishing the perception of the contest or community or failure/inability to fulfill the 

requirements of the Winner can result in revocation of the title with possibly reassignment chosen by the 

producer. Each titleholder must fulfill the requirements listed in titleholder agreement, however each 

Winner is unique in their goals and aspirations they are encouraged to exceed minimum requirements 

whenever possible.  

3 Fundraisers to be completed during the course of the title year. 

1. Travel Fund Fundraiser 
a. Funds must be submitted to your producer to keep an accurate accounting 
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2. Charity Fundraiser 
a. Must be 501c3 Organization 
b. Must submit a financial report to the producer(s) within 72 hours of the completion of the 

fundraiser 
c. Must submit proof of the donation within forty-eight (48) hours of submission of the financial 

report. 
3. SEAL Fundraiser 

Competing at your International Level of Competition 

1. Southeast LeatherSIR/Leatherboy/Community Bootblack ILSb-ICBB Weekend (Labor Day 
Weekend, Following the Year of your Regional Win) 2020 Winners, will compete in 2021 

2. Southeast Puppy & Handler winners will compete at iPAH Weekend in July, following there regional 
win, so July 2020 winners will compete July 2021. 

Travel – You must attend at least one (1) event outside your state of resident.  Maintain a google 
calendar for your title travel. This also your producers to know there you are traveling. However, this is 
should also be included in your communications with your produers 
 
Travel Fund Access 

1. Must Submit receipts for reimbursement, unless producers have made the arrangements for the 
titleholder directly themselves. 

2. Funds will be reimbursed to the titleholder ASAP, however producers do have up to fourteen (14) 
business days. 

3. Funds are for lodging and transportation of the titleholder only.  

Communication with Producers 
The Winner will maintain an open dialog with the Producer regarding the Winner’s goals and plan of 

action. This is important so that the Producer can promote the Winner and contest while being consistent 

with Winner’s goals. The Producer and the Winner will work together to achieve Winner’s goals. 

Attending Successor Contest 
Winner agrees to attend, provide a step-aside speech and assist in whatever manner deemed necessary 

by the Producer at the following years contest when their successor is determined. The year following 

there step aside, they may be asked to judges that year’s contest (i.e. if you win your title in 2018, in 2020 

you could be asked to judge that year). 

Resignation or Termination of Title 
If the Winner is unable to fulfil their duties, or their title is revoked, the Winner will return all title items 

to the Producer(s). In the event of being in breach of the signed agreement, all monies used will be 

returned as well. Returned travel fund monies, will be added and divided equally among the following 

years title holder(s).  

Competition in Title Contests 
The winner will compete in their perspective international or national contest at the next level. Southeast 

Puppy and Trainer winners will compete at IPAH in July following there win. Southeast LeatherSIR, 

Southeast Leatherboy, and Southeast Community Bootblack will compete at ILSb-ICBB Labor Day 

weekend, following there step aside from Southeastern Alliance of Leather Weekend the following year 
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(ie Southeast LeatherSIR/boy/Community Bootblack 2010, would compete at ILSb-ICBB 2011). Ms. 

Southeast Leather Pride, will compete the same year or the following year, depending on what event she 

chooses to compete. 

Making Southeastern Alliance of Leather Weekend Successful 
Everyone associated with Southeastern Alliance of Leather is a volunteer. No one gets paid, but we are 

just as excited as the contestants about having a successful and enjoyable event. The Producer (Producers) 

provide overall guidance and final word on any contest issue, but without help from others no contest 

would happen. It takes judges, tally masters, MC’s, Den-Daddies, Judges Assistants, Contestants, other 

volunteers and support from the community for a successful contest to occur. 

Weekend Schedule 
Times and locations are subject to change. Contestants are required to participate in all activities with the 

exception of activities noted as optional, as we understand that contestants, and judges do need some 

schedule downtime during the weekend.  

To be Determined  Schedule will released closer to the event 

 

Entry Deadline 
Applications should be received by the Producer by 12AM (Midnight Sunday) Monday, July 13th 2020. 

Applications will be collected via Google Forms Application. Don’t worry about signing - generally, the 

producer will print paper copies of the waver and indemnification for you and have you sign Friday 

evening. 

Application Checklist 
o Head Shot photo – a digital photo including your shoulders to the top of your head without a 

puppy hood on. This photo will be provided to the judges along with your application. Please, 

email the photo to the address above with your application. This photo does not need to be 

professional or artistic – it’s simply used as a “cheat sheet” so the judges can easily recognize you 

and not intended for public consumption. 

o Contest Application – Electronically Submitted. 

o Contest Fee – The application fee is $30. This fee is non-refundable. 

o Photographic & Image Release Waver, Indiana Pup and Trainer Contest Indemnification – printed, 

signed in witness of the producer or representative and handed over before the start of the 

contest. 

o A copy of your driver’s license or a current photo ID indicating your date of birth. (This remains 

confidential and is simply to validate age and identity.) 


